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Abstract
When a are occurs, we can observe solar plasma response in mul4-wavelengths from op4cal to HXR. Especially, some strong ares produce white light emissions, white
light (WL) ﬂares, and are ribbons are observed in the low atmosphere. To understand how the energy transports to the low atmosphere and how the low atmosphere
responses to the solar ﬂares, we inves4gated the UV and EUV spectral lines and WL con4nuum images sta4s4cally. We have inves4gated the Mg II triplet, Si IV emission
and WL con4nuum in 60 M and X class ﬂares, which detected by the IRIS, SDO/HMI and Hinode/SOT from 2014 to 2016. From the analysis, we have found that the Mg II
triplet mostly becomes emission during ﬂares along the are ribbons and footpoints of the ﬂaring loop region, which indicates that the low atmospheric hea4ng. At the
same 4me, we also examined the Doppler velocity of the Si IV emission, and mostly they show the red-shiUed emission (40 km s-1) correlated in 4me and loca4on of the
Mg II triplet emission. WL con4nuum also enhanced during several ﬂares (17 ﬂares), but not in all the ﬂares. By comparison between the Mg II triplet and WL con4nuum,
we also discuss the energy transport process, such as thermal conduc4on, electron beam, or Alfvn wave, in the ares with/without WL ﬂares.

I. Introduction
I.2 Energy transport process

I.1 White light flare

I.3 Low atmospheric heating signature

• Standard ﬂare model

• Strong ﬂares produce white light con4nuum, White light ﬂare (WLF).
• HXR – WLF correla4on suggests that ﬂare-eccelerated electrons are
involved in the produc4on of the WL emission
• Need to check temporal evolu4on of the low
• It is s4ll unclear how the energy is transported to the low atmosphere
atmospheric response with HXR emission
and produces the WLFs

(Pereira et al. 2015)

II. Observations
II.1 IRIS flare list

II.2 Sample event
• M 2.9 ﬂare with WLF
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• Mg II triplet emission: If ﬂare ribbon footpoints are detected to
the IRIS slit, Mg II triplet emissions are observed.
• WLFs (13/47, ~28%): Not all the events produce WLFs. If the HXR
peak intensity value is less than 1, WLFs were not observed.

III. Results
III.1 Correlations
• Spatial correlations

• Mg II triplet emission appears along
ﬂare ribbons
• Signiﬁcant ou^low (Doppler velocity) in
Fe XXI observed at near the footpoints
of ﬂaring loop, not all the ﬂare ribbon.
• WL ﬂare kernel loca4ons: combina4on
of Mg II emi`ng region & Fe XXI
ou^lowing region
• With WLFs: Temporal correla4ons with HXR peaks and Mg II triplet emission peaks
• Strong ﬂare cases – con4nuum enhancement suppresses the ra4o value
• Without WLFs: Mg II triplet emission peaks are observed aUer the HXR peaks or the
SXR peaks

III.2 Three different types of events

IRIS-9, Göttingen, 25-29 June 2018
Poster
4. Eruptions in the solar atmosphere
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When a flare occurs, we can observe solar plasma response in multi-wavelengths from optical to HXR.
Especially, some strong flares produce white light emissions, white light (WL) flares, and flare ribbons
are observed in the low atmosphere. To understand how the energy transports to the low atmosphere
and how the low atmosphere responses to the solar flares, we investigated the UV and EUV spectral
lines and WL continuum images statistically. We have investigated the Mg II triplet, Si IV emission and
WL continuum in 60 M and X class flares, which detected by the IRIS, SDO/HMI and Hinode/SOT
from 2014 to 2016. From the analysis, we have found that the Mg II triplet mostly becomes emission
during flares along the flare ribbons and footpoints of the flaring loop region, which indicates that
the low atmospheric heating. At the same time, we also examined the Doppler velocity of the Si IV
emission, and mostly they show the red-shifted emission (⇠40 km s 1 ) correlated in time and location
of the Mg II triplet emission. WL continuum also enhanced during several flares (17 flares), but not in
all the flares. By comparison between the Mg II triplet and WL continuum, we also discuss the energy
transport process, such as thermal conduction, electron beam, or Alfvn wave, in the flares with/without
WL flares.
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